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GENERAL GOALS

The procedures in the SDLC govern how we incorporate requests from clients, input from CU*Northwest team
members, compliance and regulatory changes, and feedback from focus groups, sales staff, and other industry
contacts into our software development factory:
 To record software warranty issues and provide resolution in a timely manner.
 To obtain approval of development projects that will assure prudent and consistent management of
software.
 To provide a communication tool between CU*Northwest teams to report software issues and provide
feedback on management decisions regarding these issues.
 To provide a researchable database for development projects in progress. To track the progress of individual
projects through the development, testing and implementation phases, and to communicate progress of
projects to both internal staﬀ and clients.
 To assure that proper billing for custom projects is completed accurately and in a timely manner.
 To make a promise to our clients and the marketplace about our overall approach to software development.
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The SDLC is a road map to build our copyrights, respond to the ideas of our customers, make a guarantee to
our board and ownership as to best practices, and commit to living up to the scrutiny of the marketplace
and third-party commentators.

WHO MANAGES THE CU*NORTHWEST DEVELOPMENT ASSEMBLY LINES?
The NAVS Experience Team

Driving the day-to-day work is the NAVS Experience Team. This team consists of the key leaders for the development
factory – meaning all of the different phases in the development of software tools, from design and programming to
QC and documentation. Our planning includes Custom applications and other ancillary product lines.

STANDARDIZING OUR ASSEMBLY LINES

Much like a manufacturer that has multiple assembly lines for different products, the CU*Northwest software
development factory has several distinct yet interrelated assembly lines for the many software products we produce.
Tasks, timelines, and techniques do vary from one product to the next, but they often intertwine and share
resources.

PROJECT CREATION/SUBMISSION
What happens during this stage?
Who is responsible?
Controls for this stage

Project are created in the system which initiates the SDLC workflow
Projects can be created by most data center employees
Urgent projects may be fast-tracked through the process.

Project Entry/Submission

Following initial troubleshooting and investigation 1, a project is generated by a CSR or other staff member. The
originator is responsible for verifying that:
 The tool or function is necessary, or the issue is valid and can be recreated or backed with documentation
showing the problem.
 The tool, function, or issue cannot be resolved with routine assistance from CSR staﬀ.
 The tool, function, or issue has not already been entered into the database – if a similar project already
exists, the new client name should instead be added to the existing project for notiﬁcation of status changes.
 Online help or other reference material has been reviewed to see if an explanation of the issue is already
documented.
General information regarding client contact information and details about the reported issue or requested
enhancement are required when originating the project in the database. The CSR will provide the project reference
to the requesting client to allow the client to track the project status going forward.
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PROJECT APPROVAL

What happens during this stage?
Who is responsible?
Controls for this stage

Timing rules
Where to learn more

The submitted project is approved by one or more authorized staff, flowing
through a standard approval matrix according to project type
Project Coordinator
Approval is required to be logged department manager for all projects, except
for CU Conversions/Mergers and Custom Forms (these have a separate client
bid/approval mechanism.)
Final approval must be logged within 30 business days of project submission

Project Approvals: What makes it to the assembly line?
Fast-Tracking a High-Priority Project

If the initial triage determines that a project should be fast-tracked due to special urgency, the SDLC approval
process and other workflow stages will still apply, but the Project Coordinator will expedite all of the tasks. In some
cases, such as issues involving data integrity or direct member impact it may be necessary for development work to
begin concurrently with the formal approval process being completed.

Standard Approval Workflow

The project is set up to move a through the approval list one person at a time, with approval required by each
designated name, in order, before the project is passed on to the next person in the list. (It is not possible to bypass
a name nor to change the order of the names in the list for an individual project.) A project must be marked as
approved by every name in the project reference approval list before work can commence and development time
can be logged. If additional subject-matter experts are added by anyone on the default approval list, then those
approvals are also required.
Final approval must be logged within 30 business days of project submission. The following chart outlines the
default approval flow that will be assigned automatically to new projects as they are submitted:

VP of Solutions

Programming &
Technical Services
Manager

Accountability in the Approval Process

NAVS Team

CEO

Investment Commitee
(where Appropriate)

Because of the way the project system requires approvals to be granted in a certain order, the ultimate
accountability for approval usually falls to the second and in some cases third person on the default approval list.
This allows for an initial administrative triage, simply to ensure that projects are being created and routed properly,
with ultimately accountability for the decision falling on someone with appropriate authority to make decisions
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about allocating resources for development.

Approvals and Resource Estimates from Subject-Matter Experts (SMEs)

In addition to the default approval list, additional subject-matter experts can be added at any point during the
approval process, by anyone on the approval list as they review the project. For example, if the CEO would like
someone from the Solutions team to review and approve a project request that involves lending software, he can
add that person’s name to that specific project and approval must be logged by that person before it proceeds to the
next approver in the list. In addition, programming team leaders may be added to the workflow to assist in
estimating programming hours and other resource needs to assist other decision-makers when logging their
approvals.

Project Denials

If any person in the list marks the project as denied (“disapproved”), then the workflow ends and the project will not
be routed to any of the remaining names on the list. In situations where one of the approvers is unsure whether or
not to grant final approval, a comment is logged along with the approval and the project continues on to the next
name in the list (might be an added subject-matter expert), explaining that approval is tentative based on agreement
by others on the approval list. This ensures that projects can be reviewed by other parties even if one of the
approvers has reservations about granting final approval and needs additional input to make a decision.

Approvals for Research Only

This is a special type of approval intended to give us a better way of handling and tracking large-scale projects that
require intensive design and feasibility study before the CU*NW commits to the investment in development. An
approval for research means that a specified amount of research and initial design work must first be completed, and
that the work will not be assigned for development until the results of that research have been evaluated by
appropriate NAVS Experience Team leaders.

DESIGN SPECIFICATION

mint

What happens during this stage? If necessary, based on project scope and other factors, project requirement
specifications (“specs”) are written, explaining the end-user requirements for the
project and as much technical detail as appropriate to explain the desired
technique and outcome
Who is responsible? NAVS Experience Team
Controls for this stage Specs are not required for every project, nor for every project type. If a spec is
deemed necessary, the project will not be assigned until a completed
specification is attached to the project.
Timing rules Target deadlines are set on a case-by-case basis depending on the project.
Where to learn more “Writing Project Specs” on the NAVS Project page*

A written outline explaining the project requirements and more detailed instructions may be necessary before the
project can be assigned to a developer. The need for specs is determined on a case by case basis and depends on
the product line, complexity of the project, the need for client and market input, and other factors. Any project can
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be routed to this stage by any of the authorized approvers or based on the evaluation by NAVS Experience Team
members.

DEVELOPMENT
Request

Approval

What happens during this stage?
Who is responsible?
Controls for this stage
Timing rules

Where to learn more

A programmer or other technical resource works on coding the software
changes
Programming & Technical Services Manager
Projects are assigned by the Product Development Coordinator, overseen by the
Programming & Technical Services Manager & VP of Solutions.
If work does not commence within 12 months after approval (or 18 months if
design specifications or other research are required), then before the
programmer begins working on the project, an evaluation should be scheduled
with appropriate NAVS Product Team leaders. 6
“User Interface Style Guide” on the Programming portal page
“Developer Guidelines” on the Programming portal page
“Programming Standards and Guidelines” on the Programming portal page

During the programming stage for all projects other than major design changes, the programmer completes the
coding, documenting the changes that were made and submitting the project for testing. In some cases, a Project
Review session may be necessary to allow subject-matter experts and other interested parties to give additional
feedback on the software and add any changes needed prior to program completion.

QUALITY CONTROL TESTING

What happens during this stage? Software changes are tested to ensure they match the original project intent and
follow current development standards
Who is responsible? NAVS Team
Controls for this stage All projects must either have a QC sign-off or completion of an approved
alternative testing process.
Timing rules Target deadlines for testing are determined by the release scheduling process
(see next stage).
Where to learn more In the CU*NorthWest NAVS Policy Folder on the N:/ Drive.

Although not every product line is tested by the official NAVS Experience Team, all software products that are
covered by the SDLC must include a QC testing component that is approved by the NAVS Team and CU*NorthWest
Management.

DOCUMENTATION/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
What happens during this stage?
Who is responsible?
Controls for this stage
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Documentation is written to explain the changes to clients and support staff
NAVS Team or designated project leader
All software changes must be documented and clients notified via an
appropriate communication channel.

One of the tenets of the relationship CU*Northwest has with its clients and partners is that we communicate. There
are several avenues by which those clients are notified about software changes, such as alerts, and broadcast emails.
The method used for a particular project is determined by the NAVS Experience Team or appropriate project leader
with input from participants at weekly NAVS Team meetings.

IMPLEMENTATION/FINAL RESOLUTION
What happens during this stage?
Who is responsible?
Controls for this stage

Timing rules
Where to learn more

Software is moved from the development or beta-test environment into
production
Programming & Technical Services Manager and VP of Solutions or
other authorized users, according to the specific software product
The development team for each software product selects one or more team
members who are authorized to implement software changes. Each team is
responsible for documenting their implementation rules and procedures for
auditing purposes. Documentation is also required showing what is deployed
during a release.
Project documentation is archived 90 days after implementation. Archived
project information is retained for at least 12 months.
NAVS Team Folder on the N:/ Drive

There is at least one designated team leader on the NAVS Experience Team who is authorized to handle
implementation duties. Each team is responsible for documenting their procedures as well as which team members
are authorized to move software to a live production environment.
As part of the implementation process the person handling deployment is responsible for documenting what is
deployed. This may be by project or even more granular if appropriate.
When a project is deployed, the project is used to log when and by whom the software was implemented. After
implementation, the Project Coordinator verifies that appropriate tasks have been completed and updates the
project to the appropriate resolution status

PROJECT CLASSIFICATIONS: HOW IS THE WORK ORGANIZED?

Projects are organized into project type classifications, which determines the action needed to gain approval for
programming changes, the development timeline and prioritization, and reporting and auditing guidelines:
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Project Types

Description

Architectural Change

Projects that adjust the performance of a software product or its core infrastructure.

Card Conversion

This includes conversions for card portfolios, including new online clients or an existing
client moving from one vendor to another for ATM/debit or credit cards.
For new client conversions, mergers, and de-conversions managed by the Conversions
Delivery Services team. Similar to Custom Requests as they are custom to one client, but
billed based on a contractual agreement. NOTE: This should be used for the main conversion
projects only; other related projects should be classified as Custom Requests.
Requests for new or changes to custom forms (loan, membership, etc.) for individual
clients. Generally submitted by Lender. Billing is determined by our standard pricing
procedures and pricing is quoted to the client by Lender. Client approval for any billable
amounts is required prior to the submission of the project for programming work.
Projects done specifically for an individual or limited group of clients. Examples include
custom fee programs, batch database maintenance (“floods”), custom reports or programs,
branding, interfaces to 3rd-party vendors, custom branding for online and mobile products,
Retailer Direct interface projects, and other development requests for a client (excluding
custom forms) that fall outside the normal programming priorities but which are approved
based on the client’s agreement to fund all or part of the development costs. These projects
can also include generic programming deployed as a part of the core software but only
used by a limited group of clients.

CU Conversion/
Merger
Custom Forms

Custom Request

Program Modification

In most of these cases, work is billed to the credit union. Bid amounts are determined by
our standard pricing policy. Client approval for any billable amounts is required prior to
the submission of the project for programming work.
These are requests for minor changes to the existing software and apps, such as adjustments
to screen layout or flow, requests for additional sort and selection options, adjustments to
report output or layout, or other changes not directly covered by our warranty
documentation. (See also “Warranty Adjustment.”)

Software
Enhancement

(Formerly referred to as “Design Change.”) These are requests for new functionality or
significant enhancements to existing software. The scope can vary dramatically, and
project specifications are generally required

Warranty Adjustment

Issues reported by clients or staff regarding the normal operation of NAVS and/or BASE
product or other software that cannot be quickly resolved using normal research and
troubleshooting techniques or education. Projects are typically accompanied by excerpts
from online help or other published documentation that demonstrate the software is not
working as warranted. (See also “Program Modification.”)

PROJECT CLASSIFICATIONS OF WORK TYPES

Projects work types are organized services supplied by CU*NW in design to ensure a complete understand of the
current work will be followed.
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PROJECT APPROVALS: WHAT MAKES IT TO THE ASSEMBLY LINE?
Guidelines for Making Approvals
Contractual

Projects are submitted to CU*NW as a work load within a designed contract of work. All
aspects of the work will follow the SDLC of the Contractual Firm or Company, to retain
their guidelines, and standard of work.

Derivative

Projects are designed around the current NAVS and/or BASE product currently being
performed around the contractual firm or company. In this process, a separate environment
will need to be built to house the work in question, which would ride above the existing
NAVS and/or BASE product. All existing processes would need to adhere to the current
standards in place to ensure marriage of both parts work together hand and hand without
error.
It will be CU*NW’s responsibility to retain current data integrity with any changes they make
to any part of the product, including, but not limited to file structures. They will be
responsible to keep track of all changes affecting their work in this process with the current
NAVS and/or BASE product.
Being derivative work defined:
Contractual Firm or Company will give permission to perform these tasks, but have the right
to all parts if so desired to create a marriage of the project placing it within the NAVS and/or
BASE product. Notation: If Contractual Firm or Company decides to perform this option, a
formal request is required to CU*NW to ensure no other projects will be affected on such
notice.

Non-derivative

This work is defined as working separately of any part of the existing NAVS and/or BASE
product. All naming of all items cannot exist in the BASE product, but will still fall under
the structure of CU*NW SDLC to create a compatibility to the NAVS and/or BASE product.
SDLC of NAVS and/or BASE product should be followed to ensure compatibility is
assured. Should be a standalone product, but with marriage capability to NAVS and/or
BASE Product.
NAVS and/or BASE firm or company has an option to purchase such product if it so
desired to do so, after a showing of the product has been performed. At such time both
parties will come to an agreement on purchase.

The previous sections of this policy explain the timing rules that govern how projects are moved through the system
(doing the paperwork). While these rules are important to ensuring we respond to clients in a timely fashion, there
are also rules of thumb for deciding whether a project should proceed at all. These benchmarks make it possible to
say no to ideas that might be well worth doing, but that don’t necessarily fit today’s priorities and client agendas.
Some basic rules of thumb our approvers use when making the go-or-no-go decision:
 For Program Modiﬁcations and Warranty Adjustments: With the exception of fast-tracked projects already
described, to get a yes it must be realistic that the work can begin within the next 12 months after the
project is approved.
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 For Software Enhancements and Architectural Changes: Initial approval is based on our estimate that it is
feasible for preliminary research and/or design work to be completed within 18 months of project
approval.
 For Custom and Conversion projects: Initial approval is based on separate client approval and contractual
agreement processes.
Other factors in the decision-making process include regulatory deadlines, pressure from marketplace
environmental changes, contractual obligations, and long-term strategic demands from technological advances and
security-related concerns.
Of course, despite our best intentions, priorities do shift and projects get delayed. Therefore, we require that when
a designer or programmer is ready to begin working on a project that has moved outside of those time frames, a
quick review session should be scheduled with key leaders and subject-matter experts to determine if the idea is still
timely, or if another round of due diligence may be warranted. (In other words, the trigger for the evaluation is that
someone is available to begin the work, as opposed to a periodic review just based on the project’s approval date.)

Escalating a Project to be Fast-Tracked Through the SDLC

If a project is determined to have an effect on data integrity or a direct effect on members, the project will
immediately be escalated and delivered to a Product Development Coordinator for immediate assignment.
 Data integrity projects are those that address a critical need for clients with an impact on income or where
critical data is being corrupted.
 Projects with a direct member effect include performance of member-facing tools like online or mobile
banking, audio response, and the like, or communication channels such as statements, alerts, and notices.
These projects are addressed immediately and deployed on demand as soon as testing has been completed. This
could include a program change, a user-interface/screen change, or both, and updates would be made to impacted
clients as soon as possible. In some cases, the programming work may need to begin immediately, even before
formal project creation and approvals can be processed.
This may also at times include making repairs on affected data and notification would be given to clients through the
COMMS App as to progress, action taken, and documentation of impact. This type of project is driven by the need to
get out to clients as soon as possible and both the NAVS Experience teams will move these projects ahead of other
priorities. We may also enlist the help of other staff to quickly review repaired functionality or to coordinate with
clients.

Approvals for Research

An approval for research means that a specified amount of research and initial design work must first be completed,
and that the work will not be assigned for development until the results of that research have been evaluated by
appropriate NAVS Team leaders.
Another example would be research for technical feasibility. Sometimes we are asked to add a process or service
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but after initial research, it is decided that based on security considerations or basic compatibility with existing
infrastructure, the project scope must be changed significantly, or, in rare cases, abandoned altogether. An Approval
for Research in this case would involve technical analysis and brainstorming to determine feasibility and an
appropriate approach to be used in the formal design stage.
Another aspect of the Research process is often estimating the cost of the development effort. This can include codevelopment costs from third-party partner arrangements, the purchase of special software or hardware tools, an
estimate of the number of anticipated development hours, potential hiring of external contract developers, and the
like. As with the preliminary design work, the results of this research would be used to make the final go-or-no-go
decision.

NOTE: Custom projects, where the client is agreeing to fund all or part of the development costs, may be subject to a
Research & Design Fee, intended to cover the cost of doing in-depth feasibility research and sketching out a design
outline for how the project could proceed. This fee is subtracted from the complete project cost once final
authorization from the client to proceed with development is obtained. For more details, refer to the Initiating a
Special Project Request page of our website.
Once research has been completed, depending on the scale of the project the research project is usually marked as
closed and a new project initiated specifically for the development work. The normal approval workflow would
apply to this new project.

Intellectual Property Rights Guidelines

Software development carries the inherent risk of infringement on the intellectual property rights of others.
CU*Northwest will not knowingly develop software or use third-party software that infringes on the intellectual
property rights of others. These guidelines are intended to reduce the risk of intellectual property infringement
during the course of developing software. Anyone involved with software development:
 Will not approve a project that knowingly infringes on the intellectual property rights of others.
 Will not incorporate software, including Open Source software, into a project unless CU*Northwest has a
license to use this software or proof that a license is not needed.
Upon suspicion 8 that upon completion a project would infringe on the intellectual property of others, work on that
project will be stopped and the CU*NorthWest Management will be alerted. The CU*NorthWest Management will
determine whether a patent search is required or whether the risk is acceptable or non-existent.

Guidelines for Data Exchanges

CU*Northwest cares deeply of the privacy and security of our credit union clients and their members, and endeavors
to avoid negligence that could result in monetary or reputation loss to our CUSO. CU*Northwest will not approve
projects or will stop development on projects where:
 CU*Northwest would be grossly negligent in the protection of non-public personally identiﬁably ﬁnancial
information, such as transfer in open text over a public network.
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 CU*Northwest knows or should know that transmitting the data is a violation of federal or state law;
 CU*Northwest knowingly or recklessly contravenes its authority to act on behalf of a credit union, such as
providing personally identiﬁable information to a party CU*Northwest knows would not be authorized to see
this information.
The CEO will ultimately determine whether a project would violate any of these guidelines.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING: HOW ARE DEPLOYMENT DECISIONS
MADE?
Making the Decision

Below are some of the considerations that drive the decision process for deployment:
 What is the priority of the project? Is this a project that repairs a critical issue for clients? Is it data
integrity?
 What is the risk of delaying the implementation? Is there an impact on a high volume of members, high
volumes of transactions, member facing, or possible impact on income?
 Which clients are needing or demand the change? This could be a new client agreement or special
needs for existing clients. These are often driven by promises to clients or part of a custom bid
agreement.
 What is the impact on end-users? How much change will the user see and how many users will be
impacted in their work. How much notice needs to be given?
 Will the change require documentation or online help changes? If needed, is a Communication
suﬃcient for the notiﬁcation?
 Are there ﬁle changes or other core structural changes? Generally, refers to BASE-related projects, but
could also apply to other products that have versioning requirements that aﬀect deployment. File
changes can impact other areas such as shared branching and need to be considered in how deployment
is best attained.
 Will clients need training? Depending on scope, release training may be necessary or there could be
targeted training for segments of users.
 Are there any regulatory deadlines? This is always a consideration for compliance to credit union or
CUSO regulation requirements.
 Are there any restrictions on running as a beta? For instance, security changes often have to be
deployed to all clients at one time.
 Is it a passive or an active change? Is this a change that has to be initiated by clients to activate? Can it
be deployed with no immediate impact?
 What kind of QC eﬀort is necessary for this project? Depending on the other considerations, there are
diﬀerent levels of QC for various types of projects.
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 Will this have an impact on Operations? Is there other internal staﬀ that will need to make adjustments
for the changes?

BASIC STANDARDS OF SECURE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Introduction

CU*Northwest is both contractually and, as a Credit Union Service Organization, ethically bound to protect the
non-public financial information of credit union members. As a software developer, CU*Northwest agrees to
provide reasonable security to member information. Following good security practices protects the company
and its employees from actual losses and reputation losses as a result of the misuse or theft of member
information. After all, most CU*Northwest employees are members of credit unions within our network and are
therefore in the business of protecting their own personal financial information from harm.
CU*Northwest cannot guarantee that breaches of member information can always be prevented, either through
machine or human error. CU*Northwest can only agree to take reasonable measures to protect this information
and to act responsibly in the event that a breach does occur.
CU*Northwest will use reasonable methods to protect the personally identifiable financial information and
nonpublic personal information of credit union members. CU*Northwest is not permitted to fall below this
standard even if an offer of indemnification is made by the credit union. (Members may be able to sue
CU*Northwest for violations of law irrespective of any separate indemnification made by the credit union).
Reasonable methods to protect information are defined as methods that do not wantonly or recklessly endanger
member information by insecure storage or transmission.

Secure Software Development Standards

There are basic standards of programming and encoding that CU*Northwest will adhere to in order to protect
member information. These basic standards are intended as guidelines for programmers to comply with the
requirements of securing member information. CU*Northwest may always exceed these guidelines, but should
never fall below them unless approved by CU*NorthWest Management.
Authentication and Password
Management
Cryptographic Practices
Input Validation Principles
Error Handling and Logging
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CU*Northwest will require authentication for all pages and resources, except
those specifically intended to be public.
CU*Northwest will not rely on weak cryptography controls or methods, and will
update insecure methods of encryption whenever practical.
All data validation shall be conducted on a trusted system. All validation failures
should result in input rejection.
CU*Northwest will avoid disclosing sensitive information in error responses, including
system details, session identifiers or account information.

Data Protection

Communication Security
Change Control
Database Security

File Management

Updates

Education

Whenever possible, programming teams will implement “least privilege,” meaning
that users will be restricted to only the functionality, data and system information that
is required to perform their tasks. CU*Northwest will avoid storing passwords,
connection strings or other sensitive information in clear text or in any noncryptographically secure manner on the client side. Applications should support the
removal of sensitive data (e.g. personal information or certain financial data) when that
data is no longer required.
CU*Northwest will implement reasonable encryption methods for the transmission of
all sensitive information.
CU*Northwest will implement a software change control system to manage and record
changes to the code both in development and production.
Programmers will use secure credentials for database access, and will secure member
information on the database (through encryption or other reasonable means) when
practical.
Programmers will require authentication before allowing a file to be uploaded, and
limit the type of files that can be uploaded to only those types that are needed for
business purposes. Validation that uploaded files are the expected type will be done
by checking file headers.
CU*Northwest will implement secure updating as is practical. If the application will
utilize automatic updates, then we will use cryptographic signatures for the code and
ensure download clients verify those signatures. We will use encrypted channels to
transfer the code from the host server.
CU*Northwest programmers will take reasonable steps to remain educated on
updates with respect to security best practices and will implement such practices
when

Secure Development Standards and the CU*Northwest Development Environment

Effective June 1, 2020, when a project is assigned to a team for development, the Programming & Technical
Services Manager and/or VP of Solutions will be responsible for flagging the project as to its exposure from a
security standpoint:
 Internal only – for example, a NAVS and/or BASE software feature that has no exposure to the Internet
nor direct third-party interactions.
 External exposure – for example, online or web banking tools, APIs, third-party integrations, etc., where
additional security evaluations or components may need to be built into the design, testing, and/or
implementation process.
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